β-decay, a process that changes a neutron into a proton (and vice versa), is the dominant decay mode of atomic nuclei. This decay offers a unique window to physics beyond the standard model, and is at the heart of microphysical processes in stellar explosions and the synthesis of the elements in the Universe [1] [2] [3] . For 50 years, a central puzzle has been that observed β-decay rates are systematically smaller than theoretical predictions. This was attributed to an apparent quenching of the fundamental coupling constant g A 1.27 in the nucleus by a factor of about 0.75 compared to the β-decay of a free neutron [4] . The origin of this quenching is controversial and has so far eluded a first-principles theoretical understanding. Here we address this puzzle and show that this quenching arises to a large extent from the coupling of the weak force to two nucleons as well as from strong correlations in the nucleus. We present state-of-the-art computations of β-decays from light and medium-mass nuclei to 100 Sn. Our results are consistent with experimental data, including the pioneering measurement for 100 Sn [5, 6 ] (see Fig. 1 ). These theoretical advances are enabled by systematic effective field theories of the strong and weak interactions [7] combined with powerful quantum many-body techniques [8, 9, 64] . This work paves the way for systematic theoretical predictions for fundamental physics problems. These include the synthesis of heavy elements in neutron star mergers [11] [12] [13] and the search for neutrino-less double-β-decay [3] , where an analogous quenching puzzle is a major source of uncertainty in extracting the neutrino mass scale [14] .
Gamow-Teller transitions are a form of β-decay in which the spins of the β-neutrino pair emitted during 2 for the β-decay of 100 Sn calculated in this work compared to data ("Hinke et al." [5] ), systematics ("Batist et al." [6] ), and other models [extreme single-particle model (ESPM), shell-model MonteCarlo (SMMC), large-space shell-model (LSSM), and finite Fermi systems (FFS)] from Ref. [5] . Hollow symbols represent results obtained with the standard Gamow-Teller operator (στ ), full symbols also include two-body currents (2BC), and partially filled symbols show values following from the multiplication of the computed Gamow-Teller strength by the square of a phenomenological quenching factor. Each of our 100 Sn calculations carry a conservatively estimated uncertainty of about 10% (not shown).
the nuclear decay are aligned. Remarkably, calculated Gamow-Teller strengths appear to reproduce most of the experimental data if the fundamental constant g A 1.27 characterizing the coupling of the weak interaction to a nucleon is quenched by a factor of q ∼ 0.75 [15] [16] [17] [18] .
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Missing nuclear correlations (i.e. a lack of complexity in nuclear wave functions owing to limitations of nuclear models) as well as neglected contributions from mesonexchange currents (i.e. coupling of the weak force to two nucleons) have been proposed as possible causes of the quenching phenomenon [4] . However, a solution has so far remained elusive. To address the quenching puzzle, we carry out a comprehensive study of Gamow-Teller decays through many-body computations of nuclei based on effective field theories (EFTs) of quantum chromodynamics [7, 19] , including an unprecedented amount of correlations in the nuclear wave functions. The EFT approach offers the prospects of accuracy, by encoding the excluded high-energy physics through coefficients adjusted to data, and precision from the systematically improvable EFT expansion. Moreover, EFT enables a consistent description of the coupling of weak interactions to two nucleons, via two-body currents (2BC). In the EFT approach, 2BC enter as subleading corrections to the one-body standard Gamow-Teller operator στ + (with Pauli spin and isospin matrices σ and τ , respectively); they are smaller but significant corrections to weak transitions as three-nucleon forces are smaller but significant corrections to the nuclear interaction [7, 19] .
In this work we focus on strong Gamow-Teller transitions, where the effects of quenching should dominate over cancellations due to fine details (as occur in the famous case of the 14 C decay used for radiocarbon dating [20, 21] ). An excellent example is the super-allowed β-decay of the doubly magic 100 Sn nucleus (see Fig. 1 ), exhibiting the strongest Gamow-Teller strength so far measured in all atomic nuclei [5] . A first-principles description of this exotic decay, in such a heavy nucleus, presents a significant computational challenge. However, its equal 'magic' number (Z = N = 50) of protons and neutrons arranged into complete shells makes 100 Sn an ideal candidate for large-scale coupled-cluster calculations [22] , while the daughter nucleus 100 In can be reached via novel extensions of high-order chargeexchange coupled-cluster methods developed in this work (see Methods and Figs. 5, 12 , and 15 in Supplementary Information for details). This method includes correlations via a vast number of particle-hole excitations of a reference state and also employs 2BC in the transition operator. Figure 1 shows our results for the strength (i.e., the absolute square of the transition matrix element, M GT ) of the Gamow-Teller transition to the dominant J π = 1 + state in the 100 In daughter nucleus (see Table I and Fig. 12 in Supplementary Information for more details). To investigate systematic trends and sensitivities to the nuclear Hamiltonian, we employed a family of established EFT interactions and corresponding currents [23] [24] [25] . For an increased precision, we also developed a new interaction labeled NN-N 4 LO+3N lnl which is constrained to reproduce the triton half-life (see Methods for details on the Hamiltonians considered). The hollow symbols in Fig. 1 depict the decay with the standard, leadingorder coupling of the weak force to a single nucleon in the non-relativistic limit (i.e., via the standard Gamow-Teller operator στ + ). The differences with respect to the extreme single-particle model (ESPM), which approximates both 100 Sn and its 100 In daughter as a single shell-model configuration, reveals the influence of correlations among the nucleons. The full symbols include 2BC, using consistent couplings as in the employed EFT interactions. Finally, the partially filled symbols in Fig. 1 represent results from other models of Ref. [5] , where the standard Gamow-Teller operator was multiplied by a quenching factor q ∼ 0.75.
Based on our results shown in Fig. 1 , we predict the range 5.2 (5) |M GT | 2 7.0(7) for the Gamow-Teller strength. This range overlaps with the evaluation of Batist et al. [6] , based on systematic experimental trends in the tin isotopes, and the lower end of the measurement by Hinke et al. [5] . The quenching factor we obtain from 2BC depends somewhat on the employed Hamiltonian, and is in the range q 2BC = 0.73 − 0.85. This range is consistent with the value q = 0.75(2) from Batist et al. [6] . In the present work, we used the spread of results obtained with the selected set of EFT interactions and 2BC as an estimate of the systematic uncertainty. A more thorough quantification of the uncertainties associated with the many-body methods and EFT truncations is beyond the scope of this work, and will be addressed in future studies. We note that neglected higher-order correlations in our coupled-cluster approach will further reduce the Gamow-Teller strength (see Supplementary Information for details).
Moreover, we observe that the spread for the 100 Sn Gamow-Teller strength obtained for the family of employed EFT interactions is significantly reduced (by a factor two) when 2BC are included. This is consistent with ideas from EFT that residual cutoff dependence is due to neglected higher-order terms in the Hamiltonian and 2BC. In addition, we find that the relative contributions to the quenching of the Gamow-Teller strength coming from correlations and 2BC vary as a function of the resolution scale of the underlying EFT interactions. Starting from the extreme single-particle model, and adding first correlations and then the effects of 2BC, we find that the quenching from correlations typically increases with increasing resolution scale of the interaction, and that most of the quenching stems from correlations. However, adding first the effects of 2BC and then correlations shows that the quenching from 2BC increases with decreasing resolution scale and that most of the quenching stems from 2BC for all but the "hardest" potentials considered in this work (see Fig. 6 in Supplementary Information for details).
For a comprehensive study, we now turn to β-decays of light and medium-mass nuclei. the EFT interactions and 2BC adopted for 100 Sn, we achieved an overall good description of β-decays in light nuclei. Figure 2 shows theory-to-experiment ratios for large Gamow-Teller transitions in light nuclei. Here we highlight the results obtained for the high-precision NN-N 4 LO+3N lnl interaction and corresponding 2BC developed in this work. As detailed in Methods, the 2BC and three-nucleon forces 3N lnl are parametrized consistently and are constrained to reproduce the empirical value of the triton β-decay half life. Our calculations were carried out with the no-core shell model [8] , a virtually exact treatment of correlations in the nuclear wave functions (see Methods for details). Historically, the most extensive evidence for the quenching of Gamow-Teller β-decay strength comes from medium-mass nuclei [16, 18, 29] , and we now show that our calculations with these consistent Hamiltonians and currents largely solves the puzzle here as well. We use the valence-space in-medium similarity renormalization group (VS-IMSRG) method [64] (see Methods for details) and compute Gamow-Teller decays for nuclei in the mass range between oxygen and calcium (referred to as sdshell nuclei) and between calcium and vanadium (lower pf -shell nuclei), focusing on strong transitions. Here, we highlight the NN-N 4 LO+3N lnl interaction and corresponding 2BC. Figure 3 shows the empirical values of the GamowTeller transition matrix elements versus the corresponding unquenched theoretical matrix elements obtained from phenomenological shell model with the standard Gamow-Teller στ operator and the first-principles VS-IMSRG calculations. Perfect agreement between theory and experiment is denoted by the diagonal dashed line. The results from the phenomenological shell model clearly exemplify the state of theoretical calculations for decades [15] [16] [17] [18] 29] , as an example, in the sd-shell shell, a quenching factor of q ∼ 0.8 is needed to bring the theory into agreement with experiment [16] . The VS-IMSRG calculations without 2BC (not shown) exhibit a modest improvement, with a corresponding quenching factor of 0.89(4) for sd-shell nuclei and 0.85(3) for pf -shell nuclei, pointing to the importance of consistent valence-space wave functions and operators (see Fig.10 in Supplementary Information). As in 100 Sn, the inclusion of 2BC yields an additional quenching of the theoretical matrix elements, and the linear fit of our results lies close to the dashed line, meaning our theoretical predictions agree on average with experimental values across a large number of medium-mass nuclei.
Another approach often used in the investigation of [27] and theoretical Gamow-Teller matrix elements for medium-mass nuclei in the sd-shell (top panel) and lower pf -shell (bottom panel). The theoretical results were obtained using phenomenological shell-model interactions [18, 28] with an unquenched standard Gamow-Teller στ operator (orange squares); and using the VS-IMSRG approach with the NN-N 4 LO+3N lnl interaction and consistently evolved Gamow-Teller operator plus 2BC (green diamonds). The linear fits show the resulting quenching factor q given in the panels, and shaded bands indicate one standard deviation from the average quenching factor.
Gamow-Teller quenching is the Ikeda sum-rule: the difference between the total integrated β − and β + strengths obtained with the στ ∓ operator yields the modelindependent sum-rule 3(N -Z). We have computed the Ikeda sum-rule for 14 O, 48 Ca, and 90 Zr using the coupledcluster method (see Methods for details). For the family of EFT Hamiltonians used for 100 Sn we obtain a quenching factor arising from 2BC, which is consistent with our results shown in Fig. 3 and the shell-model analyses from Refs. [16] [17] [18] 29] (see Fig. 7 in Supplementary Information). We note that the comparison with experimental sum-rule tests using charge-exchange reactions [30, 31] are complicated by the use of a hadronic probe, which only corresponds to the leading weak one-body operator, and by the challenge of extracting all strength to high energies. Here, our developments enable future direct comparisons.
It is the combined proper treatment of strong nuclear correlations with powerful quantum many-body solvers and the consistency between 2BC and three-nucleon forces that largely explains the quenching puzzle. Smaller corrections are still expected to arise from neglected higher order contributions to currents and Hamiltonians in the EFT approach we pursued, and from neglected correlations in the nuclear wave functions. For beyondstandard-model searches of new physics such as neutrinoless double-β decay, our work suggests that a complete and consistent calculation without a phenomenological quenching of the axial-vector coupling g A is called for. This Letter opens the door to ab initio calculations of weak interactions across the nuclear chart and in stars. for the three-nucleon interaction at next-to-next-toleading order [23] . This work was prepared in part by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) under Contract DE-AC52-07NA27344 and was supported by the Office of Nuclear Physics, U.S. Department of Energy, under Grants DE-FG02-96ER40963, DE-FG02-97ER41014, de-sc0008499, de-sc0018223, de-sc0015376, Author contributions G.H., T.D.M., and T.P. performed the coupled-cluster calculations.
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. (1) Here p i is the nucleon momentum, m the average nucleon mass, A the mass number of the nucleus of interest, V NN the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction, and V 3N the three-nucleon (3N) interaction.
We use a set of interactions from Ref. In addition, we also employ the NNLO sat interaction, which was constrained to reproduce nuclear binding energies and charge radii of selected p-and sd-shell nuclei [24] . Ab initio calculations based on NNLO sat accurately describe both radii and binding energies of lightand medium-mass nuclei [9] , [36, 37] .
Finally, we employ two consistently SRG-evolved NN and 3N interactions, namely NN-N 3 LO+3N lnl [25] In our no-core shell model calculations of light nuclei we employ the harmonic-oscillator basis varied in the range N max = 4 − 14 and with frequency ω = 20 MeV. In our coupled-cluster and valence-space IMSRG calculations we start from a Hartree-Fock basis built from the harmonic-oscillator basis with model-space parameters in the range N max = 6 − 14 and ω = 12 − 16 MeV, respectively. Finally, the 3N interaction is truncated to three-particle energies with E 3max 16 ω.
Gamow-Teller transition operator. The rate at which a Gamow-Teller transition will occur is proportional to the square of the reduced transition matrix element
Here i and f label the initial and final states of the mother and daughter nuclei, respectively. (Note that throughout this work, we quote the reduced matrix element f O GT i , using the Edmonds convention [40] ). The transition operator O GT is defined in terms of the
Here, K denotes the momentum transferred to the resulting electron and anti-neutrino pair (or positron and neutrino in β + -decay). Because the change in energy between mother and daughter states is typically very small (few MeV) compared to other relevant scales, setting | K| = 0 is a very good approximation that significantly simplifies the calculation of M GT .
Diagrammatic representations of terms that contribute to the axial-vector charge-changing current up to N 2 LO in the limit K → 0, up to permutations of the vertices. The solid lines are nucleons, the dashed lines are pions, and the wavy line is the coupling to the electron and antineutrino. The leftmost diagram yields the standard (onebody) στ transition operator, the other diagrams form the leading 2BC.
The standard (one-body) charge-changing axial-vector current is
Here r j , σ j , τ ± j are the position, Pauli-spin, and chargeraising (lowering) operators for the jth particle. In this work we use axial-vector currents derived within the same chiral EFT framework used for the strong interactions, including the leading 2BC [41] . The relevant contributions (at K = 0) are depicted diagrammatically in Fig. 4 . The leftmost diagram corresponds to the leading-order one-body current. In addition, we include two classes of 2BC: a short-range term that shares a parameter (c D ) with the one-pion-exchange 3N force, as well as two longrange terms that share parameters (c 3 and c 4 ) with the two-pion-exchange NN and 3N forces. Within this framework, the Gamow-Teller operator naturally decomposes into two major terms, the standard one-body current (O 1b στ = στ ± ) and a 2BC,
For each of the chiral EFT Hamiltonians employed in this work, the parameters c D , c 3 , and c 4 are taken consistently in the 3N force and 2BC, and the momentum cutoff for the regularization of the currents, Λ 2BC , is set to the value used in the non-local regulator of the 3N interaction (see Table VI in Supplementary Information). We found that the choice of a local [42] versus non-local regulator in the 2BC has a negligible effect on the Gamow-Teller transition strength. The majority of our results were obtained using a local regulator. When appropriate, the currents were consistently evolved with the nuclear forces to a lower resolution using the SRG (for NN-N 3 LO+3N lnl and NN-N 4 LO+3N lnl ), keeping only up to two-body contributions. In light nuclei, threeand higher-body SRG-induced terms are very small.
Quantum many-body methods.
In what follows we describe the many-body methods used in this work: coupled-cluster theory, the no-core shell model, and the IMSRG. The coupled-cluster calculations required new methodological developments, which are described in detail below.
Coupled-cluster method. Our coupled-cluster calculations start from a Hamiltonian H N that is normalordered with respect to a single-reference Hartree-Fock state |Φ 0 . We approximate the full 3N interaction by truncating it at the normal-ordered two-body level. This approximation has been shown to work well for lightand medium-mass nuclei [43] [44] [45] . The central quantity in the coupled-cluster method is the similarity transformed Hamiltonian H N = e −T H N e T , with T = T 1 + T 2 + . . . being a linear expansion of particle-hole excitations with respect to the reference state |Φ 0 . The truncation of this expansion at some low-order particle-hole excitation rank is the only approximation that occurs in the coupledcluster method [46, 47] . The non-Hermitian Hamiltonian H N is correlated and the reference state |Φ 0 becomes the exact ground-state.
We compute ground and excited states using the CCSDT-1 and EOM-CCSDT-1 approximations [48, 49] , respectively. These approximations include iterative singles and doubles and leading-order triples excitations, and capture about 99% of the correlation energy in closed (sub-) shell systems [46] . For the Gamow-Teller transitions and expectation values, we solve for the left ground-
Here Λ is a linear expansion in particle-hole de-excitation operators. We truncate Λ at the EOM-CCSDT-1 level consistent with the right CCSDT-1 ground-state solution [49] . The Gamow-Teller transition of a J π = 0 + ground state occupies low-lying 1 + states in the daughter nucleus. These states in the daughter nucleus are calculated by employing the charge-exchange equation-ofmotion coupled-cluster method [50] , and we also include the leading-order three-particle-three-hole excitations as defined by the EOM-CCSDT-1 approximation [49] . The absolute squared Gamow-Teller transition matrix element is then
Here R In O N we approximate the two-body part of the operator O GT at the normal-ordered one-body level, neglecting the residual two-body normal-ordered part [50] . Note that the construction of O N induces higher-body terms, and we truncate O N at the two-body level. This approximation is precise for the case of electromagnetic sum rules in coupled-cluster theory [51] .
We evaluate the total integrated Gamow-Teller strengths as a ground-state expectation value
For O = O 1b στ the Ikeda sum-rule is S − − S + = 3(N − Z). As a check of our code, we have verified that this sum-rule is fulfilled.
The inclusion of triples excitations of the right and left eigenstates R µ and L µ , respectively, is challenging in terms of CPU time and the memory. To limit CPU time, we restrict the employed three-particle-three-hole configurations in the EOM-CCSDT-1 calculations to the vicinity of the Fermi surface. This is done by introducing a single-particle indexẽ p = |N p − N F | that measures the difference between the numbers of oscillator shells N p of the single-particle state with respect to the Fermi surface N F . We only allow three-particle and three-hole configurations withẼ pqr =ẽ p +ẽ q +ẽ r <Ẽ 3max . This approach yields a rapid convergence in EOM-CCSDT-1 calculations, as seen in Fig. 12 of the Supplementary Information.
The storage of the included three-particle-three-hole amplitudes exceeds currently available resources and had to be avoided. We follow Refs. [52] [53] [54] and define an effective Hamiltonian in the P space of singles and doubles excitations, so that no explicit triples amplitudes need be stored. Denoting the Q-space as that of all triples excitations belowẼ 3max , the right eigenvalue equation can be rewritten as
This yields
and
Here we have suppressed the label µ denoting different excited states. Solving Eq. (11) for the triples component of R, and then substituting into Eq. (10), we arrive at
In the EOM-CCSDT-1 approximation H QQ = T |F |T , where F is the Fock matrix. In the Hartree-Fock basis H QQ is diagonal, and its inversion is trivial. We solve this energy-dependent, effective Hamiltonian self-consistently to arrive at exact eigenstates of the EOM-CCSDT-1 Hamiltonian. This allows for only one state to be constructed at a time. For the computation of higher spin excited states in the daughter nucleus 100 In, we combine the iterative EOM-CCSDT-1 approach, with a perturbative approach that accounts for all excluded three-particlethree-excitations outside the energy cutẼ 3max . This approach is analogous to the active space coupled cluster methods of [55, 56] . By denoting the Q -space as that of all three-particle-three-hole excitations aboveẼ 3max , we arrive at the following perturbative non-iterative energy correction,
Here R µ and L µ are the right and corresponding left EOM-CCSDT-1 eigenstates obtained from diagonalization of the energy-dependent similarity transformed Hamiltonian given in Eq. (12) . We label this approach EOM-CCSDt-1, and it drastically improves convergence to the full-space EOM-CCSDT-1 energies (see Fig. 15 in Supplementary Information for details) .
No-core shell-model. The no-core shell model (NCSM) [8] , [57] treats nuclei as systems of A nonrelativistic point-like nucleons interacting through realistic inter-nucleon interactions. All nucleons are active degrees of freedom. The many-body wave function is cast into an expansion over a complete set of antisymmetric A-nucleon harmonic-oscillator basis states containing up to N max harmonic-oscillator excitations above the lowest Pauli-principle-allowed configuration:
Here, N denotes the total number of harmonic-oscillator excitations of all nucleons above the minimum configuration, J π T are the total angular momentum, parity, and isospin, and i denotes additional quantum numbers. The sum over N is restricted by parity to either an even or odd sequence. The basis is further characterized by the frequency ω of the harmonic oscillator. Square-integrable energy eigenstates are obtained by diagonalizing the intrinsic Hamiltonian typically by applying the Lanczos algorithm. In the present work, we used the importance-truncation NCSM [58] to reduce the basis size in the highest N max spaces of the A = 10 and A = 14 nucleus calculations.
Valence-space in-medium similarity renormalization group. The in-medium similarity renormalization group (IMSRG) [59] [60] [61] transforms the many-body Hamiltonian H to a diagonal or block-diagonal form via a unitary transformation U , i.e., it generatesH = U HU † . To achieve this, one expresses the transformation as the exponential of an anti-Hermitian generator, U = e Ω . Here Ω encodes information on the off-diagonal physics to be decoupled [62] . Beginning from some single-reference ground-state configuration |Φ 0 (e.g., the Hartree-Fock state based on initial interactions), we map the reference to the fully correlated ground state |Ψ 0 via a continuous sequence of such unitary transformations U (s). With no approximations, this gives the exact ground-state energy, but in the IMSRG(2) approximation used here, all operators are truncated at the two-body level.
In the valence-space formulation, VS-IMSRG [63, 64] , the unitary transformation is constructed (based on a redefinition of Ω) to in addition decouple a valence-space Hamiltonian H vs from the remainder of the Hilbert space. We use an ensemble reference [64] state for normal ordering to capture the main effects of three-body operators within the valence space. The eigenstates are obtained by a subsequent diagonalization of H vs within the valence space. Furthermore, any general operator O can then be transformed byÕ = e Ω Oe −Ω , to produce an effective valence-space operator consistent with the valence-space Hamiltonian [65] . The expectation value of O between initial and final states is obtained as usual by combining the matrix elements of O with the one-and two-body shell-model transition densities. Note that there is some ambiguity about which reference we should take when normal ordering: the parent or the daughter. If we were able to perform the unitary transformation without approximation, either choice should give exactly the same answer, so long as we use the same transformation on the wave functions and the operators. However, because we truncate at the two-body level, the transformation is not unitary and the error made is reference-dependent. Comparing results obtained by normal ordering with respect to the parent or the daughter nucleus then provides a (lower bound) estimate of the error due to the truncation. In this work, we find that the different choices give transition matrix elements that differ on the order of ∼ 5%. The results presented are those obtained with the parent as the reference. (As an example, if we use 14 N as the reference, the numbers in the third line of Table III 
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Spectrum of 100 In
Let us present details regarding the quality of our caluclation of 100 In, the daughter nucleus of the GamowTeller decay of 100 Sn. Unfortunately, only little is known regarding the structure of this nucleus [5] . Figure 5 shows the spectrum of the daughter nucleus 100 In for the 1.8/2.0 (EM) interaction, computed with the EOM-CCSD, EOM-CCSD(T), and EOM-CCSDT-1 methods. While triples (T) correlations only change the excitation energies of quasi-degenerate states, they add about 1 MeV of binding energy to 100 In. Due to the large level density in this odd-odd nucleus, it is difficult to predict the (unknown) ground-state spin. The β-decay of 100 Sn populates 1 + states in the daughter. The excitation energy E 1 + ≈ 2.9 MeV is consistent with data [5] . Overall, the spectrum agrees also with large-scale shell model calculations [66] . Role of correlations and 2BC in the Gamow-Teller decay of 100 
EOM-CCSD EOM-CCSD(T) EOM-CCSDT-
Sn
To throw light onto the quenching puzzle of GamowTeller decays, we analyse the contributions of 2BC and strong many-body correlations. Figure 6 analyzes the role of strong correlations and 2BC for the family of EFT interactions employed in this work. This analysis can be done in two ways. First, we can compare the single-particle transition matrix element (ESPM) from the νg 9/2 to the πg 7/2 orbital using the standard GamowTeller operator to that with 2BC included, and then finally with the matrix element where correlations are included. This is shown as the lower paths in Fig. 6 . Second, we can compare the single-particle transition matrix element from the νg 9/2 to the πg 7/2 orbital using the standard Gamow-Teller operator to the fully correlated transition matrix element using the standard Gamow-Teller operator only (|M GT (στ )| 2 ), and then to the fully correlated transition matrix element with 2BC included (|M GT | 2 ) as shown in the upper paths. Depending whether one goes along the upper or lower path the role of correlations versus the role of 2BC on the quenching is different. Of course, only the sum of the effects from correlations and 2BC are observable. This analysis shows that the interplay of correlations and 2BC is subtler than often portrayed (when almost always the upper path is considered) [42, 50, 67] , [26] . We also note that the contribution from correlations (2BC) to the quenching typically increases (decreases) with increasing resolution scale (i.e. increasing ultraviolet cutoff) of the employed interaction. This is not unexpected, as "hard" interactions introduce more correlations into wave functions and thereby reduce the large transition matrix element one would expect from a transition between two shell-model configurations.
Summary of results for 100 Sn Let us summarize our extensive results for the key heavy nucleus 100 Sn. Table I shows the results for the β + decay of 100 Sn to 100 In for the various Hamiltonians employed in this work. The listed observables are the Gamow-Teller strenghts with 2BC (|M GT | 2 ), the log f t values, the Gamow-Teller strengths with the standard Gamow-Teller operator only (|M GT (στ )| 2 ), the energy difference between the ground state of 100 Sn and the first excited 1 + state in the daughter nucleus 100 In, and the binding energy per nucleon (BE/A) for the family of EFT interactions employed in this work. For the cases where the binding energy is not converged, we note that the Gamow-Teller operator acts only in spin-isospin space, and is therefore rather insensitive to the tail of the wave functions (which carry information about the binding energy). Benchmark calculations between EOM-CCSDT-1 and NCSM for the Gamow-Teller transition in 14 O show agreement with 3% for three different interactions (see Table III below). Therefore a conservative uncertainty estimate for the Gamow-Teller transition in 100 Sn is about 10%. TABLE I. Gamow Teller (GT) matrix elements from the extreme single-particle model (ESPM) |mGT(στ )| 2 and EOM-CCSDT-1 |MGT(στ )| 2 , sum of GT and 2BC from ESPM |mGT| 2 and EOM-CCSDT-1 |MGT| 2 , the log f t values, the quenching factor q from 2BC from EOM-CCSDT-1 and ESPM, the energy difference between the ground-state of 100 Sn and the 1 + state in 100 In, and the binding energy per particle (BE/A) in 100 Sn for the interactions used in this work, and compared to experiment. The BE/A obtained with the interactions X/Y (EM) and 2.0/2.0 (PWA) were taken from Ref. [22] , the BE/A for the remaining interactions were obtained by employing the same model-space as used for the calculations of |MGT| 2 , i.e., Nmax = 10 and E3max = 16. The energy difference ∆E were calculated using the model-space Nmax = 10 and E3max = 16 for the ground-state (CCSDT-1) andẼ3max = 11 for the 1 + excited state (EOM-CCSDT-1) in 100 In. All calculations used the harmonic oscillator frequency ω = 12MeV. 
Results for Ikeda sum-rule
The Ikeda sum-rule [68] (the difference between the total integrated β − and β + strengths for GamowTeller transitions mediated by στ ± ) gives the modelindependent result 3(N −Z). Figure 7 shows our coupledcluster results for the quenching factor Q ≡ q 48 Ca, and 90 Zr obtained for the family of EFT Hamiltonians and corresponding 2BC considered in this work (see Methods for details). The total integrated Gamow-Teller strengths S ± are calculated as a ground-state expectation value by inserting a complete set of intermediate 1 + states in the daughter nucleus using the coupled-cluster method (see Methods for details). We note that the Ikeda sum-rule is trivially fulfilled if one employs the standard Gamow-Teller operator στ ± . Thus, the quenching factor we obtain for the Ikeda sum-rule is entirely due to 2BC.
In summary, we obtain the quenching factors q 2BC = 0.90 − 0.94 for 14 O, q 2BC = 0.80 − 0.86 for 48 Ca, and q 2BC = 0.72 − 0.80 for 90 Zr, respectively. Our predictions for the quenching factors are consistent with the shell-model analyses of quenched β-decays in the p-shell [17] , sd-shell [69] , and the pf -shell [18] . For 48 Ca our results for S − are in the range 18.5 − 22.6 and is slightly larger than the measurement S − = 15.0 ± 2.2 [70] . The measured strength in 90 Zr is S − = 28.0 ± 1.6 [31] and consistent with our calculated range of 21.5 − 29.6.
Role of 2BC and induced many-body terms in light nuclei
Let us study light nuclei in more detail, because these have been described in several publications [42, 50] , [26] . Figure 8 shows the convergence of 3 H→ 3 He and 6 He→ 6 Li Gamow-Teller matrix elements with the NN-N 4 LO+3N lnl interaction and highligts the size of the SRG induced two-body terms as well as the role of the 2BC. Omitting the SRG-induced two-body contribution of the στ operator results in a matrix element dependence on the SRG evolution parameter λ. This depencence is then removed by the induced two-body terms (i.e., the threeand higher-body induced terms are negligible) from the consistent SRG evolution that at the same time reduce the absolute values of the matrix elements. The (SRGevolved) 2BC then enhance or quench the Gamow-Teller matrix elements in case of 3 H→ 3 He and 6 He→ 6 Li 1
2
, respectively. Figure 9 shows theory-to-experiment ratios for strong Gamow-Teller transitions in light nuclei for the NNLO sat and NN-N 3 LO+3N lnl interactions and corresponding 2BC. For these interactions, the 3N forces and 2BC were not constrained to reproduce the triton half-life.
Role of 2BC in sd-and pf -shell nuclei Medium-mass nuclei have been key to indficate the quenching puzzle [18, 28, 29] . This makes it important to present more details for these nuclei. Figure 10 shows the empirical values of the Gamow-Teller transition matrix elements versus the corresponding theoretical matrix elements obtained with the standard Gamow-Teller στ operator (wide diamonds), with the consistently-evolved στ operator (narrow diamonds), and the full calculation with the inclusion of 2BC (filled diamonds) for the NN-N 4 LO+3N lnl interaction. Perfect agreement between theory and experiment is denoted by the diagonal dashed line. We see that both the consistent evolution of the operator (which accounts for correlations beyond the valence space) and the inclusion of 2BC contribute significantly to the quenching effect, consistent with the observations in Figs. 1 and 6 .
In order to assess how dependent the quenching effect observed in Fig. 3 is on the choice of input interaction, we repeat the calculation with the NNLO sat interaction. The results, shown in Fig. 11 , are consistent with the findings in Fig. 3 .
Benchmarks between methods
In this work we used three complentary methods -the NCSM, the coupled-cluster method, and the VS-IMSRG 1.0
, of the Ikeda sum-rule in 14 O (green filled pentagons), 48 Ca (red filled diamonds), and 90 Zr (blue filled hexagons) due to 2BC. The quenching factor is calculated for the family of EFT interactions with corresponding 2BC considered in this work (see Methods for details). The horizontal hatched and shaded areas are quenching factors obtained from the shell-model analyses of β-decays in the p-shell [17] and the pf -shell [18] , respectively.
-to compute nuclei in different regions of the nuclear chart. For binding energies alone, these methods have been benchmarked several times, see, e.g., Refs. [22] and [61] . Here, we also benchmark these methods for GamowTeller decays. We focus on the Gamow-Teller decays of the light nuclei 8 He, 10 C, and 14 O that exhibit considerable impact from 2BC. The coupled-cluster method is limited to nuclei with closed subshells. In light nuclei, this limits us to 8 He and 14 O, and in medium-mass nuclei we focus on the Gamow-Teller decays of 34 Si and 68 Ni. Our coupled-cluster calculations use the CCSDT-1 approximation. The presented NCSM results are converged to within 3% with respect to the model-space size. methods agree with each other within 3%.
For medium-mass nuclei, the comparison between coupled-cluster methods and VS-IMSRG is shown in Tab. V. The CCSDT-1 and VS-IMSRG (2) in 34 P that is differently accounted for in the CCSDT-1 and VS-IMSRG(2) approaches. To mitigate this effect we consider the square root of the sum of the squared Gamow-Teller strengths to the first two 1 + states in 34 P (see e.g. [16, 18] ), and obtain [ M 
Convergence of excited states and Gamow-Teller transitions
Gamow-Teller decays often involve excited states of the daughter nucleus. For this reason we present deatils regarding the quality of our calculations of excited states. Figure 12 shows the convergence of the Gamow-Teller transition of 100 Sn with respect to the active space truncationẼ pqr =ẽ p +ẽ q +ẽ r <Ẽ 3max in the three-particle- Figure 15 shows the convergence of excited states in the daughter nucleus 100 In using the EOM-CCSDt-1 and the EOM-CCSDT-1 approaches withẼ 3max . We clearly see a dramatic acceleration in convergence with the EOMCCSDt-1 approach compared to the EOM-CCSDT-1 approach with respect toẼ 3max .
Fermi gas model
The Fermi-gas model is one of the simplest approaches to atomic nuclei. To throw further light onto the quenching factors we obtained from 2BC, we compare the results of our sophisticated many-body calculations with estimates from this simple model. In the Fermi-gas model of Ref. [71] the quenching due to 2BC is 
Convergence of the EOM-CCSDT-1 calculation of the Gamow-Teller transition of 100 Sn with respect to the active space truncationẼ3max of the three-particle-three-hole excitations in the EOM-CCSDT-1 approximation for Nmax = 8 for the 1.8/2.0 (EM) interaction. The horizontal line shows the converged Nmax = 10,Ẽ3max = 11 result.
Here, we employed the relationship between 2BC and 3N forces with the correct factor −1/4 for the short range term proportional to c D as given in Ref. [72] . In Eqs. (15) to (17), ρ is the density, k F the Fermi momentum, and I(ρ) is a function of ρ. We have ρ = 0.16 fm −3 , k F = 1.33 fm −1 , and I(ρ) ≈ 0.65 at nuclear matter saturation, F π = 92.4 MeV the pion-decay constant, m = 939 MeV the nucleon mass, g A = 1.27, and Λ χ = 700 MeV. The pion-nucleon couplings c 3 and c 4 yield a value 2c 4 − c 3 of about 11 to 15 GeV −1 for a wide range of EFT interactions (see Table VI and Methods for details). These contributions have been considered early on (see, e.g., Ref. [4] ), and in our EFT-based calculations give the dominant contributions from 2BC to the quenching. The 2BC contribution proportional to c D is set by shorter-range 3N forces and is found to be small, which counters the quenching from the long-range part of the 2BC. We note that acceptable nuclear saturation favors values for c D that are positive and of order one, and we have 0.7 c D 1.3 for the EFT interactions we employ (except for the NN-N 4 LO+3N lnl and 2.0/2.0 (PWA), see Table VI below and Methods) .
We can attempt to relate the results displayed in Fig. 1 and Table I to the Fermi gas model. For this purpose we show in Table VI the relevant low-energy couplings that enter Eq. (15), both for the EFT interactions used in this work and for other interactions that yielded little contributions from 2BC. We note that the contributions from the pion-exchange 2BC (proportional to 2c 4 − c 3 ) vary less than those from the short-ranged 2BC (proportional to c D ). Figure 16 shows the quenching factor based on Eq. (15) for interactions as indicated (compare to Table VI for references). The full red symbols are for a density ρ = 0.08 fm −3 (typical for the nuclear surface), and the full red line shows a linear fit to the points. The hollow blue symbols and dashed line show the corresponding results at the saturation density ρ = 0.16 fm −3 . The contributions of 2BC are proportional to the density ρ.
In Fig. 17 we show the Gamow-Teller transition strength in 100 Sn as a function of the low-energy coupling c D for the interaction 1.8/2.0 (EM) computed in the charge-exchange EOM-CCSDT-1 approach. For c D = 0 the extracted quenching factor is q 2BC = 0.77, and for the full 2BC (c D = 1.264) it is q 2BC = 0.79. This demonstrates that the majority of the quenching from 2BC comes from the long-range pion-exchange 2BC, while the short-range part gives a smaller contribution.
This accounting is further analyzed in Fig. 18 . Here, the quenching factor for the Gamow-Teller transition in 100 Sn is shown as a function of c D for the Fermi-gas model at a density ρ = 0.08 fm −3 and EOM-CCSDT-1 using the 4 6 8 10 12
N max 100 In with respect to the ground-state energy of 100 Sn for increasingẼ3max using the EOM-CCSDT-1 (blue dashed line) and EOM-CCSDt-1 (red solid line) approaches. Here the singleparticle model-space was given by Nmax = 8, and we employed the 1.8/2.0 (EM) interaction.
same interaction. We observe that the simple interpretation of quenching in terms of the Fermi-gas model is validated in this nucleus because both approaches yield the same linear trend and similar values for the quenching as a function of the low-energy coupling c D . 
